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Cursed Captains of
Cthulhu Quickstart
What is Cursed
Captains of Cthulhu?

New Age of Empire (Kehinde Andrews) for insights on the slave
trade’s legacy, and Harlem Unbound (Chris Spivey) for the gold
standard in how to approach racism sensitively and intelligently
into your roleplay (and also an amazing setting and use of the
Lovecraft Mythos).

swashbuckling action and eldritch horror, occult organisations
and striving for freedom for all under wind and sail. You take
on the role of a pirate of the brethren court, fighting for liberty,
profit, and to save the world from world ending threats of cosmic
elder gods, their cultists and things from beyond the stars. The
game uses an easy-to-understand set of rules that lets you jump
right into the action but still gives you the tools to build unique
archetypes and characters your own way.

What is a Roleplaying
Game?
A roleplaying game lets you create and control your own

Cursed Captains of Cthulhu is a roleplaying game about

The Caribbean in the 1700s

Cursed Captains of Cthulhu is set in an alternate fantastical
world to our own. It is not a historically accurate work, and is not
intended to be. Partially this is to include the supernatural and
eldritch elements, but mostly because we believe that almost all of
the attitudes and practices of the time have no place in the 21st
century. Ableist, sexist, racist, and homophobic attitudes were not
only rampant in the 1700s, they were often the law, not least in
the form of slavery, all of which we are strongly against.
We have not included slavery in Cursed Captains of Cthulhu.
This decision was a result of our concepting and game design and
a great deal of research and development. We read heavily into
the history, the background and the context, we had discussions
with and involved sensitivity consultants, and multiple different
points of view.
In building a shared fantasy world setting for all players, we
did not want to create a world where it is possible to buy or sell
human beings. We did not want to create a fantasy game world
where anyone was ever considered less than anyone else for who
they are.
Slavery existed, and is abhorrent, barbaric, horrific and scarring.
It is the deep trauma that our modern world was built on and
remains generationally blighted by. Its not the intent of the game
to excuse or ignore this real world history; we simply wish to
avoid evoking this trauma in the gameplay.
We urge players to look into the history of the Caribbean and
the 18th Century, as well as its impact on the modern world,
including books such as The Caribbean (ed. Stephan Palmié and
Francisco A. Scarano), Empire’s Crossroads (Carrie Gibson), The

character in a storytelling game with your friends. Around a
table, or via conference call online, you play the game to try and
resolve the plot being told to you by the game master. For ease
of understanding in these rules they are often all described as
pirates, even if not all characters are specifically pirates or have
piratical backgrounds. The whole group of players (not including
the game master) are your crew.
There’s always a problem to try and resolve, like any pirate
adventure or video game, and it’s up to you and your crew to
overcome the dramatic conflict; you can do anything from trying
to talk, charm or intimidate your way around the problem, or pull
your pistol and fight your way out, guns blazing!
You use dice to help decide whether you succeed at something
you want to do. The game only asks you to do this if the action
you want to take is dangerous or important to the story.

The Game Master

As the game master (or GM), you are equal parts storyteller
and referee — you know the rules and use them to resolve
and describe the actions the characters take, whether they are
interpreting arcane glyphs, firing a broadside, or sailing into a
hurricane created by eldritch means. The game calls on you to
judge how difficult actions are and describe the outcome, based
on whether the players succeed or fail their dice rolls. You also
control all the allies and antagonists of the story, acting as them
and describing what they do just like the player characters – these
are the Non-Player Characters (NPCs).
As the GM it is also up to you to ensure that everyone enjoys
the game. We strongly recommend using safety tools in game,
more information on which can be found online and at www.
blackcatsgaming.com.

Introduction
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How To Use This
Quickstart Guide

This quickstart guide is a demo of the game, including everything
you need to try out an exciting pirate voyage with a group of
friends. Each of you should take a character from the selection
included, by printing them off or downloading them, except for
the game master who can create their own adventure, or use the
free one coming in mid July 2021

Dice rolling is used to work out if you succeed in your actions and
aims; whether investigating an occult code or swinging from the
rigging to attack an elder beast, dice rolls are a big part of how the
outcome is determined. For the most part this will be rolling four
six-side dice (4d6), but in rare cases it can also be:
• A d3 (roll a d6 and divide the number by two, rounding up),
• A d66 (roll 1d6 for the tens and 1d6 for the units).

You’ll need at least one set of four, six-sided dice (known as a d6);
ideally a set for each player and one set for the GM would be
even better.

There may be other roll types and combinations as well, but they
are explained when they come up and are rare. In all cases players
will only need their 4d6 which will cover all rolling.

Everyone should look over Part 1: Rules and have the guide
to hand for your reference and for those times when you can’t
remember a rule or can’t agree on which rule to use in any situation.
Part 2: The Devil in the Details (coming mid July 2021) is a
pre-written experience which shows off the core gameplay and an
example voyage for new players to try. It includes pre-generated
characters, ships, NPCs, story, and GM help for running the
game.

Sometimes players and the GM will be equal or need a
randomised decision made – the best thing to do there is the flip
a doubloon (coin) and call a side. Equally, if you don’t have a coin
or need to get the highest number from more than two options
you can ‘roll off ’. This simply means each player involved rolls a
d6, with the highest roll winning. It’s less piratical, but sometimes
more practical.

There are also three types of sidebars – Digests, Rulings and
Examples, and Notes and Background.
• The red digests form a quick reference throughout to help
new and experienced players who want rules at a glance, and are
there for easy comprehension but shouldn’t be read in place of
the rules as they miss out details and explanations.
• Notes and examples are in green, and are a good way of
following the flow of the game, how to implement the rules,
and more human explanations.
• The blue rulings and real world examples give GMs
guidelines of how the rules can play out, optional rules, and
things to remember when playing. They also include fun extra
information about the real-world golden age of piracy, or the
shadowy world of Cursed Captains of Cthulhu.
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Dice and Rolling

Introduction

The Most Important Rule
Cursed Captains of Cthulhu is designed to be easy to play
and understand, but there may be times when you come across
something you can’t figure out, or can’t find a ruling to cover it.
The GM is completely empowered to break ties, rule on
questions, and change some details to keep the story going.
Cursed Captains of Cthulhu is all about immersing yourself and
your friends in eldritch voyages on the high seas, and the GM is
there to make this happen for everyone involved.
In such situations the GM is encouraged to make decisions
and help the party move forward, even if what they decide isn’t
technically or exactly what the rules say. As you’ll see in the
combat section, the aim is to create enjoyable narrative moments,
so some abstraction for the sake of good storytelling is not only
allowed, it’s actively encouraged.

The Brethren
Court

“Every one has a vote in affairs of moment; has equal title to the fresh provisions, or strong liquors; has the rights of the whole and singular, all
one, no matter who they be. The Crew is the Crew.” - First tenet of the Pirate Code.

Factions of the Court

While on the outside, the Court appears like a loose coalition of
buccaneers as a way of having at least some honor among thieves
in a republic, its real motives speak to the souls of pirates and
free sailors everywhere—freedom for one’s own destiny and a
place among equals. It guards the Caribbean against unspeakable
horrors, lurking below its ocean waiting to consume the world
and invoked by the insidious interlopers.
As a secret society in Nassau, the Brethren Court fight
oppression, inequality, and the dread hand of the eldritch Mythos
in the Caribbean Sea for greater wealth and glory.

Blackbeard – Leader of the
Court

Edward Teach - Blackbeard - is feared and respected throughout
the Caribbean and beyond, a lord of liberty and captain of the
Queen Anne’s Revenge, one of the most powerful ships in the
region. He has sailed with many of the most famous pirates of
the age, and now leads the Brethren Court against the grasping
threats of the Mythos powers and their cultists.
Some even mutter that he came from the sea itself, not a lad
born but a thing bred from the ocean to wreak vengeance on the
interlopers from across the waves and above the skies, a defender
of freedom and the world. Teach neither confirms nor denies
anything, save for a glint in his eye and a crooked smile on his
lips, barely glimpsed in the immense, smoking, black beard he
takes his title from.
His murky past speaks to his mastery of subterfuge and disguise,
and his reputation shows his abilities in command and battle.
What is less know is his understanding of the uncanny and
unnatural, both as a foe to be kept in check and at times a force to
further the court’s goals. Leading a court of the other four is like
herding sharks in a tornado, but he does so with a light touch; a
well-placed word where possible, a veiled threat as required. His
reputation does the rest.
Blackbeard goes where he is needed, but returns to Nassau often
to ensure its independence – and to further guide the court
against the myriad threats levelled against it.

The Powder Crew

The Powder Crew, loyal to Captain Benjamin Hornigold, are the
most recognisable pirates within the court, capturing merchant
vessels for plunder and coin, and hold more to cutlass and the
cannon fire than to spells or forbidden powers. Their crews are
loyal only to the coin they can steal and the people that can get
them there — a fearless bunch, who hold the freedom of Nassau
and their right to self-determination close to their hearts and
suffer no man nor monster to steer them from that course.
Sailing from the pirate republic of Nassau, formed by their leader
Hornigold, they’ll fight anyone who means to oppress, govern, or
destroy what the crews of New Providence have built. With heat
from all sides, and an open eye glaring at them from the bottom
of the Caribbean Ocean, a Powder’s life is a short but a merry one.
You could ask any sailor in the Crew about their origins and early
life, and why the came upon piracy, and each and every one will
tell you different; but their uniting factor is the will to live outside
of society, where you take what you can with your skill and wit.
Consummate fighters and strong sailors, there is a pride in every
member of the faction for a long day’s work in the pursuit of
wealth, and a drive to be the strongest and brightest. But Powder
Crews are only loyal to themselves, claiming there’s no honor in
blind trust and devotion, can be bought just as easily as you might
have three days before, and won’t stand for weakness of leadership
or lack of glory.

Leader: Benjamin Hornigold
A man with a vision, Hornigold is one of those responsible for
establishing the small run-down port of Nassau as the capital of
New Providence and its pirate republic. Now, he can call upon a
fleet to challenge any in the rest of the Bahamas.

Defenders of the Infinite Roil

Defenders of the Infinite Roil strive for freedom and natural
order - the salt spray of the sea and sailing using the wind, waves
and your wits. Their goals align with any who would see the world
made safe and the seas free for all with the ability and will to sail
them. They favour navigation, natural and learned knowledge,
but don’t shy away from working with the natural world to hold
off the unnatural – by any means they can. The Defenders are
practitioners of subtle arts that few can understand much less
The Bretherin Court
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apply, but use these magics to defend, cast out the eldritch, and
seal the horrors of the night in their slumbering tombs.
‘Black Sam’ Bellamy leads this loose coalition, based more in their
ships than in any port or anchorage. They roam the Caribbean
from the smallest cays to the larger islands, preferring jungles and
secluded coves to walls and man-made stockades. From there
they work to keep natural order in the world. Any can join their
friendly bands, and they have no shortage of recruits to their
open ways, despite the use of spells and the occult. Their stalwart
purposes appeal to the sense of connection with the waters that
any who sail can understand.
The mercurial nature of the Defenders of the Infinite Roil makes
them one of the more elusive factions in the Brethren Court.
This is less through stealth or guile and more because of their
wandering ways. Not above honest piracy to further their aims,
they ply the trade routes and seaways at their whim or following
more eclectic signs and portents, always on the lookout for the
tell-tale whispers of the insidious occult.

Leader: Sam Bellamy
‘Black Sam’ Bellamy is named for his abilities in what some
consider the ‘dark arts’, but is in fact an expert windcaller, natural
healer, and leader to his crew and faction. He uses his skills to
help contain the worse aspects of the eldritch in the Caribbean,
which when coupled with his prodigious abilities as a fighter
make for one of the toughest and effective crews to sail the seas.

Acolytes of the Twisting Way
The Acolytes of the Twisting Way have a fearsome reputation,
rightly earned. Some say they are members of the court on
sufferance alone, as there is a thin line between their practices and
the most loathsome cult rituals. The Acolytes believe that the only
way to effectively combat the things from beyond the stars and
their minions is to fight fire with fire, occult horror with eldritch
magiks. They use every tool and weapon available to them,
including those that their enemies would. The group is far from
altruistic however, and see their work as buying themselves more
time for pillage, plunder and to take whatever they can.
Henry Jennings is their leader – not through loyalty, but through
fear, intimidation, and hoarded power. Jennings gathers any who
are happy to sail under a red flag of no quarter given, and those in
his crews are more likely to open fire even at risk of a prize if they
see greater overall value in it – such as testing a new incantation
or summoning.
The faction welcome any of a similar mindset, but are always
looking to expand their knowledge by any means – to build on
their training, to understand the seas, and especially to dig deeper
into the mind twisting mysteries of ancient tomes and lore. As
such they have multiple ‘libraries’ throughout the region – more
akin to annexes of darkened smoke and whispers than an inn
or base. The most notable being a semi-legitimate offshoot of
University of Kingston, Jamaica.
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The Bretherin Court

Leader: Henry Jennings.
Jennings is a ferocious man in aspect and temperament. His
various run-ins with the World navies, privateers, and pirates of
his own stripe have left him with few friends or allies; fewer still
as his driving ambitions have him seeking forbidden lore and
power. He comes and goes from Nassau to the various libraries
in the region and further afield, all to increase his abilities
and ensure that uncovered powers come to his hands. Not for
humanity, but so he can reap the rewards afterwards.

Shadow Wolves

You never know where you stand with a Shadow Wolf, with an
unwavering wit, unbridled savvy, and a hell of liar’s tongue. They’ll
drink with you one day, and be cursing your name the next, with
no reason for it but their own. You’ll as likely to end up with a
knife between your ribs as a hissing powder keg in your hold if
you ever truly think one of Bonny’s Wolves is a true mate.
They make invisible moves in the courts of rich, masquerading
as dignitaries or infiltrating the corridors of power. By sowing
confusion, taunting their enemies into overreaching, and seducing
whole crews into voyages of folly, the Shadow Wolves conspire
throughout the Caribbean to undermine the rich and disrupt
the mythos cults wherever they find them — the bankruptcy of
a merchant lord or the silent death of a cult leader is just as an
effective tool as plundering vessels and sinking merchant crews
with a barrage of cannonballs.
These aren’t just common thieves and murderous mutineers,
though; they have purpose. But you’d have to be a Shadow Wolf
to understand the plots they partake in, and even then you’d need
to be of the inner circle, right by Anne Bonny’s side, to know
what it was all for.

Leader: Anne Bonny
When the Wolves are whispered of in any tavern on the shores
of Nassau, you can be sure that Anne is the person they think of
first. She’s been on more ships than you can list, in one way or
another – mostly under the guise of another sailor or passenger.
She’s a master of disguise, guile, and knows when to speak to a
pirate’s wants and when to listen to the ship’s creaking moan.
Cross her, and you’ll know it with her favourite methods of
vengeance a quick knife to the throat or a conflagration of
property and possessions.

Part 1: Rules
Rules of Play

“I’ve sailed the seas, and seen the world. Ships torn in two by cannon fire. Seas lit by creatures I can’t understand. Crewmates hard as old teak
weeping like newborns over nothing but a shift in the wind or finally having rain. But what I saw that day... I’ll never put to sea again.”

Characteristics

In Cursed Captains of Cthulhu, player’s characters have eight
characteristic scores. These characteristics describe how good
each character is at certain actions and roles. They also determine
which skills and traits a character has access to as they gain
experience and levels. The characteristics are as follows:
Melee: This measures how good your character is in melee
combat, landing blows with anything from your bare fists to a
slashing cutlass.
• Sword fights with foes
• Bare-knuckle boxing matches among the crew
• Giving a sword flourish to impress a fellow pirate
Brawn: A high Brawn score is useful for things that require
strength and toughness, such as ship to ship gunnery and certain
elements of sailing. It is also used to calculate how much health
you have.
• Heaving a cannon round to aim and fire at a charging
leviathan
• Surviving a bitter poison someone slipped into your drink
• Straining on to a block on tackle currently holding the mast
upright in a gale
Seafaring: Seafaring is about knowing the seas. It measures how
good a character is at sailing and navigation, as well as judging
the weather at sea (important if a hurricane is on the way!). Some
mariners have such strong Seafaring they can almost command
the waves as if by magic.
• Navigating through shallow seas to escape a following ship
• Knowing the difference between a shoal of dolphins and a
pack of Shipeaters
• Keeping a watch for land or threats from the crow’s nest
Abjure: In a world of cults and elder gods, Abjure is the
characteristic based on denying eldritch energies and protecting
your crew from baleful magics – though tapping into these
abilities is still draining.

• Being able to draw a protective circle around the crew to keep
elder scions away
• Knowing a spell to cut enemies in half with sharpened light
• Conjuring sealing wards on the tomb of a skeleton servant of
the old ones
Harness: Harness is how good a character is at using forbidden
powers, tapping into the occult spells and even using the spells
of the elder gods. This is also how your courage is calculated, as
you must have a strong will to look into the depths. However,
drawing on the powers of the maddening void will quickly sap
your courage as well.
• Having the courage to look the abyss in the face and still
fight against it
• Summoning darkness to attack your foes
• Casting eldritch fogs to eat away at enemy ships
Studies: This measures how studious your character is, if they
have spent time pouring over historic tomes, or their knowledge
of lore, both occult and mundane. They are also the more learned
members of the crew, with some understanding of medicine and
healing.
• Being able to read the runes around the door to a crypt
• Keeping a wounded crewmate alive until after a sea battle
when they can be helped
• Working out the location of a ritual from piecing together
documents and clues
Savvy: This characteristic covers your street-smarts, your charm,
and your charisma. It also covers how easily you can slip in and
out of trouble – in essence, your luck, and how hard you are to hit.
• How hard you are to hit up close or at range
• Fitting in with the merchants in a market to glean
information
• Knowing how to blend in and stealth your way around to a
British garrison

Rules of Play
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Accuracy: This measures how good your character is at ranged
combat, marksmanship with pistols, bows, rifles and more. It’s
also used for throwing accuracy, like throwing knives or grenades,
as well how dexterous you are for being quick to action or precise
movements like lockpicking and picking pockets.
• Picking a drunken pocket for a map
• Shooting the rope to free a crewmate from the hangman’s
noose
• How fast you act and react in combat

There are four main rolls in the game – characteristic checks,
attack rolls, saving rolls, and spell rolls. The first three are very
similar; Add together your Characteristic and any modifiers,
then roll 4d6 and add that to get your total score. Compare that
to the target number set by the GM If your total score is equal
to or better than the target number, it means your character has
succeeded in the action, attack, or save they were attempting. If
the total score is lower than the target number, you have failed
your attempt and the GM will let you know any consequences.
Spell rolls are slightly different, but still use up to 4d6 – See Spells
(P.15) for more information. Spell rolls are slightly different, but
still use up to 4d6.

Characteristics and Modifiers

Rules Digest
• Characteristics show how good your character is at certain
actions.
• They are Melee, Brawn, Seafaring, Abjure, Harness, Studies,
Savvy, and Accuracy.

Using Characteristics

Deciphering the glyphs on a shadowy door, spotting land on the
horizon, firing a brace of pistols, calling down damage on your
enemies – all of these are examples of actions, and times when a
pirate’s characteristics come into play. Most actions you want your
character to take in the game require you to make a characteristic
check.

Accuracy

Characteristics range between 0 and 5, with 0 being fairly
competent for a normal human and 5 being the level of a master
that is second to none, someone with almost super-human
ability and prowess in that characteristic. This number is your
characteristic and is added directly to your rolls. As you gain
more experience your pirate will gain levels and increase your
characteristics’ totals, as well as more skills, spells, and equipment
that may add other modifiers.
These are rare abilities and items, though at the highest levels
with the best equipped pirate on the seven seas you may have
several bonuses. You may add different bonus modifiers in
different ways, however you may never have more than 10 as
a total of your characteristic and bonus modifiers combined.
This makes totalling your score very quick and easy, and should
be simple to work out at a glance. Your character sheet is also
designed to make this simple to work out.

Melee

Savvy

Brawn

Seafaring

Studies

Harness
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Characteristics Checks
A characteristic check tests a pirate’s aptitude to overcome a
challenge. The GM calls for the characteristic check when the
task attempted is difficult for the character or has a chance of
failure, and that failure would be significant for the pirate.

When the GM calls for a characteristic check, they decide which
of the eight characteristics the character must use. The GM then
tells the player the target number (abbreviated to TN) for the
pirate to equal or beat. This is done by adding your characteristic
modifier and any bonus modifiers together, to a maximum of ten.
You then roll 4d6, using any nudges and then re-rolls that you
have available (see Nudges and Re-Rolls, P.8), giving you the total.
If you equal or exceed the target number with the total, you have
passed the check.

Choosing Difficulties and
Target Numbers

Target numbers can technically range from zero to thirty-five,
however to give GMs an idea of levels of difficulty we’ve include
the explanation below. GMs can chose any number from 4 to
35, but these are some common TNs and their approximate
difficulties:
• 4 – Automatically pass. While it is possible with modifiers
that a check’s total could be lower than 4, any test that is a 4 or
lower should be considered to be automatically pass and no roll
is needed unless GMs have a specific reason for it.
• 8 – Very easy. An 8 is a very easy task, and most players
should be able to complete this even with starting level
characters.
• 13 – Easy. 13 is a fairly simple task that with some bonuses
and even a below average roll is usually achievable.
• 16 – Medium. This is the level of an average with some skill
and bonus modifiers. Characters with no bonus modifiers
from skills or equipment, re-rolls, or nudges for a check will be
relying on an above average dice roll to succeed.
• 20 – Hard. Even starting characters with some modifiers
will struggle to succeed for this target number. Higher level
characters with lots of equipment and skills will usually pass,
but may still struggle.
• 25 – Very hard. Characters will need several bonuses and
skills to achieve this, as a 25 target number cannot be succeeded
solely using dice unless a critical success is rolled. (See Critical
Success, P.8)

As a note, if you as a GM do set something as ‘impossible short
of a critical success’, be prepared for what may happen as the
player will to manage to roll four 6’s. While it’s statistically very
unlikely, if you don’t rule it as actually impossible there’s always a
chance it could happen!
The characteristics have broad uses; Brawn is used for toughness,
health, and strength, but it’s also used for rolling attacks with
most naval weapons; Harness is used to invoke the powers a crew
is fighting against but is also used to face down the eldritch and
the terrifying.

Example
Susie decides that her character Captain Athena would like to
charm the barmaid for any information on odd folk or shady
dealings. Sam is the GM, and asks Susie to make a Savvy check,
with a TN of 18. Susie has a Savvy of 2 and some equipment that
gives her a further +2, for a total of 4 – she will need 14 or more
on her roll to make it. She has no re-rolls or nudges for this, and
rolls an 11 for a total of 15, just making it! This means Captain
Athena has been charming enough, manages to pass, and gets the
information.

Similarly, different situations can use different characteristics
for tests; on land, keeping a look out for signs of enemies would
use Savvy, but at sea scanning the horizon for storms or enemies
would use Seafaring. GMs should be open to choosing different
characteristics for checks if it feels right for the situation, or
suggestions from players about alternate characteristics if they have
a strong, narrative roleplaying reason for them.

Example
Captain Athena wants to pick an enemy captain’s pocket in the
middle of a massive fight, using a dexterous and precise slash
of her rapier. Initially Sam asks for a Melee check as the two
characters clash at sword point. However, Susie suggests that it
might be closer to Accuracy, since it’s more about an accurate
and pinpoint swipe of her sword than how good her character is
at connecting with a blow. Sam agrees, and asks for an Accuracy
check instead.

• 30 – Nearly impossible. 30s are for tasks and checks at the
highest levels, where only critical successes or very high dice
rolls with a nine or ten for the character’s modifiers will succeed
• 34+ – Only achievable with critical successes. 33 is the
highest total number a player can get without rolling a critical
success. As such, anything that is so difficult GM’s judge that it
would require a 34 or more should either need a critical success,
or more usually the GM should rule it as impossible for a
character to achieve.
Rules of Play
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Dice Nudges

Critical Failures

You may only ever nudge a die once, and if you choose to you
must do so before choosing to re-roll any dice. You may not reroll a nudged die, and you may only ever nudge 3 dice per roll.

If a critical failure is rolled it may not be re-rolled or nudged, and
the attempt, action, or attack automatically fails. In combat, the
character also loses any further actions they would have that turn.

Rerolls

Like a critical success, a critical failure has no set in-game
outcome (other than failing the roll) if not in combat, but
GMs should inflict the unfortunate player with a seriously bad
occurrence that fits with the situation, e.g having them lose their
way from the center of Nassau to their ship and ending up in a
swamp full of hungry crocodiles, or making a complete fool of
themselves in front of an NPC they want to win over.

In some cases, you can nudge a die. This means you may
physically flip the dice face to one more or one less than its roll –
for example, nudging a 3 to a 4, or nudging a 2 to a 1 . You cannot
nudge a die below a 1 or above a 6.

In some cases, you can re-roll dice. Items, skills, and help from
other character are some ways of getting re-rolls. After rolling the
dice, decide if you want to use any re-rolls – unless specifically
stated you do not have to use re-rolls if you don’t want to.
• You may re-roll up to three of your dice that have not been
nudged.
• You must use any re-rolls all at the same time; you may not
re-roll some dice, see the result, and then choose to re-roll
others.
• You also can’t re-roll a re-roll; you must always take the
second result on a die, even if it is worse than the original.
• You may only ever re-roll a maximum of three of the dice,
even if you have more re-rolls available.

Example
Susie is playing as her chosen pirate, Captain Athena. She has
two skills and three items which all allow her to re-roll dice
(total 5). She can still only re-roll three of the dice as that’s the
maximum

Critical Successes

There are moments in even the most accident or unskilled
characters’ lives pull off something with such incredible style that
it could almost never be reproduced. This is a critical success.
If before or after any re-rolling the player has rolled four 6’s they
have a critical success. This means that no matter the situation
they have completely aced the action they were attempting, and
the results are so spectacular that they exceed even their own
hopes for the action.
If a player’s roll is four 6’s (after nudges and rerolls), they succeed
in the action or hit the target no matter what the target number
was, and gain another action that turn.
If the player is not in combat GMs should reward this as they
see fit in a way that fits with the situation, e.g finding a stash of
treasure when they were only looking for a path out of a swamp,
or getting incredible insight into a usually hard to read NPC.
8
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If before any re-rolls or because of any re-rolls used the player has
rolled four 1’s, they suffer a critical failure. If four 1’s are rolled
players may not re-roll the result; the attempt has been so dire
that no spell, ability or other influence can help!

Helping Crewmates with
Characteristic Checks

In some situations, characters can help their crewmates in
attempting actions, such as plotting a course or keeping a lookout.
Characters that are attempting to help others will be either
more experienced or at a similar level to the character taking the
check. If they have a lower characteristic score they would be a
hindrance and may not help.
If a character has a characteristic score equal to or greater than
the character taking the check, they may a help their crewmate,
adding +2 to the modifier to the check. Note that as ever, this
cannot take the total before rolling above 10.

Contests

Occasionally pirates will face direct opposition, where an
opponent is trying to prevent the pirate from completing their
goal. In this case the GM can decide that this is a contest. This
can be between characters or between characters and NPCs.
In contests, both characters take the characteristic test chosen
by the GM. There is no TN, instead whichever character has a
higher total has won and completes the task or prevents the other
character from succeeding.
If there is a tie the defending character gets their desired aim, i.e.
the character that did not initiate the contest wins.

Rules Digest
• Characteristics range from 0 and 5.
• If the total is equal to or more than the number required, you
pass.
• All rolls follow a pattern; find characteristic score and add
bonus modifiers; roll dice; use possible nudges and then re-rolls
as desired; this gives the total score.
• Characteristic checks have a target number (TN). This is set
by the GM before the check.
• You may only nudge a die once.
• You may only ever nudge up to three dice.
• You may only re-roll a die once.
• You may only ever re-roll up to three dice.
• You may not re-roll a nudged dice.
• You may have a total before rolling of more than 10, even if
it would be higher (including all characteristic score and bonus
modifiers, equipment, help from crewmates etc).

Secondary Attributes

Characteristic scores are not the only attributes and abilities that
a character has. They also have Health Points, Courage Points,
and an Evasion Score, as well as Skills and Traits. Choosing skills,
traits, and calculating these scores are part of character creation.
Health Points (HP): Health Points are an indicator of how much
strain and damage a character can take before being laid low. If
a character’s HP total is reduced to 0 or less, they are considered
downed, and close to death. See Health points, close to death, and
healing (P.12) for more information.
Courage Points (CP): Courage Points show how stoic a
character is in the face the otherworldly and unknown, as well
as their response to battle and mind-altering circumstances. If a
character’s CP total is reduced to 0 or less, they become terrified.
See Courage Points, becoming terrified, and reviving (P.13) for more
information.
Evasion Score (ES): A character’s Evasion Score is a measure of
how nimble they are, how used to taking cover or avoiding blows,
and how well the judge their opponent’s attacks. ES is used as the
Target Number when attempting to hit a character either with
a melee or ranged weapon. Various items, spells and situations
can add to your ES, but the total can never be more than 22. See
Attacking (P.11) for more information.
Initiative Score (IS): A character’s initiative score determines
how quickly they react when a fight breaks out, and when
they will act when in combat. Various items, spells, skills, and
situations can add to your IS or make you quicker on the draw or
with the first shot. See Turns, round and initiative (P.10) for more
information.

Rules Digest
• Health Points (HP) show how much physical damage a
character can take.
• Courage Points (CP) show how much mental strain a
character can take.
• Evasion Score (ES) is how hard it is to hit a character when
attacking them
• Initiative Score (IS) is how fast you are and when a character
activated in combat.
Initiative Score (IS) is how quickly a character reacts and
determines when they will act in combat.

Rules of Play
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Combat

There are times when running away is the best choice – such as
when faced with titanic elder gods with nothing but a knife and a
winning smile. However, there are other times – even more often
for a pirate – that the only choice it to swing headlong into a
fight, blade flashing and pistols booming.
When this happens the game moves into combat, a separate style
of play from normal. It is set up to be fast, fluid, and meaty, much
like pirate brawls and boarding actions were.

Turns, Rounds, and Initiative

Combat works slightly differently to the usual flow of the game
and is structed more like a ladder of actions, broken down into
turns and rounds. Each NPC and player character takes their
turn in sequence, until all the characters involved have taken two
significant actions. Each turn takes about 10 seconds of time to
complete. Once all characters have had their turn, the round is
over, and starts again. Combat ends when all characters on one
side are defeated or surrender, unless the GM judges combat to
be done before that.
The order - or turn sequence - that characters take their turns in
is determined by their initiative score (IS), with the highest score
going first., the next highest next, and so on.

Short range is out of reach but still close – close enough to
move to and attack with close combat weapons. Short range is
approximately five to ten feet from a character.
Medium range is out of reach and several paces away – not close
enough for even melee weapons with reach, and a good distance
for firearms and ranged weapons. Medium range is approximately
ten to twenty feet from a character.
Long range is far out of reach and just about within throwing
distance – some ranged weapons will become less accurate at this
range. Long range is approximately twenty to forty feet from a
character.

Generalization in Combat
The positioning and relative distances between characters and
object is purposefully generalized and slightly abstracted to
keep Cursed Captains of Cthulhu fluid and feeling more like
swashbuckling adventure. Distances and ranges are provided so
that players who want to be much more specific can be, but the
fun roleplaying element of the should trump realism.
Remember, a character not making it to a sacrificial alter to stop a
summoning because they are half a foot short for their movement
will usually be a let-down for everyone, unless this failure can be
part of a fun continuation to the voyage.

Breaking Ties in Initiative
There are two ways of breaking ties in Initiative. The first is to flip
a coin to decide the order, or if multiple characters have the same,
roll off (with the highest roll going first, next highest next, and so
on).
The second is to have player characters go first and NPCs
afterwards, with players deciding among themselves the order if
they are tied and GMs deciding if NPCs are tied. This can make
games feel more narrative

Combat Areas and Range
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Extreme range is everything beyond forty feet, and is out of
range for most attacks other than muskets and cannon. Extreme
range is approximately forty to one hundred feet.
The GM will determine what distance characters and objects
are from each other at the start of a combat. Ranges will help
determine which actions a character takes during combat, and
help set the scene for the players.

Combat Actions

When attacking or moving in combat, it’s important that
players know where their characters are and where the enemy
is in relation to them. To keep combat flowing and fast paced,
the distances between characters and the areas in the combat
are descriptive rather than specific. Whether or not a character
can attack with their weapon and what they can interact with is
determined by their range to the target or object.

On a character’s turn they may take two actions. They can take
these actions in any order, and most can be combined and broken
where able – for example, moving up to cover three feet away,
firing a pistol, and then moving along the cover another few feet.
As with other aspects of Cursed Captains of Cthulhu, players
can suggest options to the GM, for example that shooting a lever
with pistol is an attack rather than an interact action; as ever, the
GM will be able to judge what the best narrative option is.

There are five ranges in combat:

Players can take two of the following combat actions:

Arm’s length is within close melee distance – all swords and close
combat weapons require the user to be in close range unless they
have the reach rule (See Weapons, P.17). Some firearms are much
less accurate at arm’s length, as they are harder to aim with the
enemy within reach. Anything within approximately five feet is
considered at arms lenght.

Move: you can move one range bracket per action –
approximately five to ten feet. For example, for one action you can
move into arm’s reach with a point that was in short range, or use
both your actions to move twice, moving into arm’s reach with a
point that was at medium range.

Rules of Play

Attack: you can attack for one action. This includes throwing a
punch, swiping with a cutlass, firing a cannon, shooting a pistol
etc. If you are able you can do this twice – fire a cannon and then
swing a cutlass, or fire two pistols (as long as they are loaded, see
reload below). Attacking with some weapons requires two actions
to make one attack (see Weapons P.17). Attacking follows similar
rules to taking a Characteristic Check, and is explained under
Attacking (See P.11).
Cast a Spell: you can cast a spell for an action. Any spell can be
cast for an action unless otherwise stated – some spells require
more concentration over a long period of time than the character
can do in the available time. Even if they can be cast in combat,
some more complex spells will take two actions to cast. Casting
a spell has its own set of rules and is explained under Spells (See
P.15).
Reload: some weapons require reloading between uses, and this
can be done during combat for one action (See Weapons p.17)
Hold: Players may choice to hold their action if they wish and
take it later in a round. This costs one action to do, and may only
be done as the first action of their turn – picking your moment
takes thought and planning, which takes time in the middle of a
fight!
Holding costs one action, at which point your character passes
their turn to the next character or NPC in the turn sequence.
They may then take any remaining actions that they have at any
point until the end of the round. This means they can interrupt
other character’s actions with their own, creating swashbuckling
scenes of ‘firing first’ in a tavern fight or leaping in the way to get
a crewmate out of the line of fire.
If multiple characters have held their actions and stack them, they
go in reverse order, starting with the last character to use their
actions.
Interact: Interaction is a catch all term for a variety of actions in
combat. This can be anything from untying captured crewmates
to reading aloud from a cursed book of banishment while combat
rages around them. This action tends to be used for mechanical
or physical actions which work with the area characters are
in – activating switches or hauling on ropes, for example. Some
interactions are more complex and will take both of a character’s
actions to perform; the GM will let players know when this is the
case.

Example
Susie and Don have both taken a hold action. A massive tentacle
reaches out for Doff, their NPC guide. As it does Susie chooses
to take her actions. Don also says he wants to take his action at
this point. Don’s character takes their remaining actions first, then
Susie’s character takes her remaining actions, followed by the
tentacle-owner.

Other: Other is a catch all term for other options that players
might come up with that aren’t covered by other actions – for
example, fighting a boarding action with your character (See
‘Fight a Boarding Action’ under ‘Ship Actions’ p.27). This is a creative
option for players who come up with an interesting idea they
want to try but doesn’t fit into another category. It is codified
here to encourage players to suggest narrative actions to add to
the fight. Other tends to cover new ideas that aren’t obvious in
the situation or pre-set by the GM for use - using the slime of a
decayed nautilus to set a trap for approaching enemies, or holding
your hat up on a stick to draw fire from marines, for example.
The GM will then quantify your idea into a number of actions
that it’ll take to pull off, as well as any checks needed to see if
you succeed. Using the Other action means players can blend
fun roleplaying ideas in with the mechanics of combat without
slowing either down.

Rules Digest
• Characters get two actions in combat.
• They may do any two of move, attack, cast a spell, reload,
hold, or interact for one action.
• They may take other actions based on their surroundings or
situation.

Attacking
Making an attack roll is similar to making a characteristic check,
but uses either accuracy or melee as the characteristic. Melee is
used for close combat weapons, and accuracy is used for ranged
weapons. You then use the target’s Evasion Score as the number
that your total must equal or beat to hit. If the target is an
inanimate object the GM will provide its ES for you to hit.

Exactly like characteristic checks, when attacking the GM will
give you a target number based on the Evasion score of the target.
You then add either your melee skill for close combat attacks
or your accuracy for ranged attacks to any bonus modifiers you
have – as ever, you may never exceed 10 from the total of your
characteristic score and bonus modifiers. You then roll 4d6, using
any nudges and re-rolls that you are allowed.
If you equal or beat the target’s ES, you have hit them. They then
take damage equal to the damage value of the weapon you’re
using. Some damage types do damage in different ways, and some
creatures or worn curios will grant damage reduction to certain
damage types. See Weapons (P.17) for more information.

Rules of Play
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Cover and Unseen Targets

Taking cover is often a sound plan, especially when the bullets
start flying. Characters may start a combat in cover, or move
into cover as a part of a move action – it does not cost further
actions. Cover can be anything from intervening terrain, walls,
balustrades, to ship rails, or even other characters! When you
want to take cover simply ask the GM if where you are or going
would count as cover and which type it would be; either light
cover or heavy cover. Both types of cover boost a target’s ES –
light cover grants a +1 bonus modifier, and heavy cover grants a
+3. Remember that your ES can never exceed 22 in total.
If the enemy is invisible, or can’t be seen from where the attacking
character is, the GM will be able to rule on if they can be
attacked, and if so any increase they have in ES. This may also be
stated in the rule making them invisible.

Ranged Attacks at Arm’s Length
Firing a ranged weapon when the target is within arm’s length is
hasty and usually inaccurate. When firing at anything that’s not
an inanimate object within arm’s length the attack suffers a -2
modifier to their attack.

Optional Rule: Missing an attack
If the attack missed, especially with ranged attacks, it counts as
lost; the swipe hisses past the target, the grenado was a dud etc.
However if it fits a dramatic roleplay moment the GM can rule
that something else happens – the attack hits a close by crewmate,
or the grenade is live but lands at the thrower’s feet!
This is an optional rule, as a negative outcome on top of a missed
attack is interesting once in a while but frustrating if it happens
every time there is a miss. For the most part it is best to keep
this to very low rolls or critical failures to fit with a fun narrative
rather than punishing players for attempting daring attacks.

Damage Types

Across the roiling seas where fortune and danger go hand in
hand, there are as many treasures to be won as there are ways
perishing while trying to attain them.
Damage includes anything that can physically or mentally
harm a character and covers everything from the abject horror
of confronting a titanic beast to being poisoned by a two-faced
crew member. There are many different circumstances for taking
damage which are simplified into categories. Some attacks or
effects may also inflict more than one type of damage. If you are
unsure about what type of damage you would take (or inflict!), the
GM will rule on it. The damage types are as below:
Burning: this includes damage from fire or sources of electricity
such as lightning, as well as some spell effects.
12
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Corrupting: this includes any type of damage that is lingering
and invasive such as coming in contact with ichor, being
poisoned, splashed with acid, or being stung by certain creatures.
Crushing: crushing damage includes anything that smashes or
crushes. This could be physical force, clubs or flailing pseudopods,
cannonballs, or even the depths of the Caribbean seas.
Freezing: this includes exposure to icy weather and conditions,
certain deep waters, biting winds and some eldritch effects
Slicing: this is the most common type of damage, and includes
anything that causes laceration, such as swords, pistol or musket
shots, and slashing attacks for blades.
Vicious: this is a slightly different type of damage, and includes
wounds that cause profuse bleeding and ripping such as serrated
shark bites and harpoon attacks. It can also include other vicious
damage, such as the sucking force of a kraken’s tentacles.
Vicious damage is more random than other types, and is usually a
random rather than set value – for example, a d3 or d6.
Courage: Courage damage is different to physical damage, and
affects a character’s courage points. Characters will tend to take
this type of damage when confronted by eldritch horrors, if
brought to the brink of death, or when they delve too deep into
the occult. See Courage Points, Becoming Terrified , and Reviving,
(P.13).

Health Points, Close to Death,
Rules Digest
• Attacking uses either melee or accuracy.
• It works the same way as a characteristic check, with the
target number being the evasion score of what you’re attacking.
• If you pass the check you have hit, and inflict your weapon’s
damage to the target.

and Revitalization.

Taking damage from combat or the environment can reduce a
character’s Health Points to 0. Health points cannot be a negative
number, so any reduction below zero is counted as zero instead. If
a character would have their HP reduced by double their starting
HP value, they instead suffer utter devastation (See p.13).

Being Close to Death
Characters reduced to 0 or fewer Health Points count as being at
0 and are close to death. They have reached the final limit of the
close shaves, physical punishment, battle damage that their body
can take and they are downed, and literally close to their death.
Characters that are close to death are unable to move or react, and
are minutes from their final rest.

Close to death Characters:
• Fall to the ground.
• Have their evasion score reduced to 12, regardless of their
Savvy score.
• May not gain any modifiers to evasion unless specifically
stated.
• May not move, attack, or take any actions. This includes
casting or maintaining spells, aiding other characters, etc.
• They may speak haltingly, but only in very short bursts, and
only to communicate simple ideas or warnings to others within
short range.
• All checks and saving rolls the character must make are done
using only their characteristic + modifiers and 1d6, not the
usual 4d6.
Characters that are close to death have a limited time before
the succumb; they have two rounds or three minutes (whichever
is longer) to be revitalised otherwise they die and cannot be
revitalised (at least, not in the usual way – see ‘utter devastation’
P.13).

Revitalizing Characters Who are Close
to Death
Characters that are close to death may be revitalized in a number
of ways. Any item, ability or spell that increases a character’s
HP or replenishes their HP will revitalise a character. If this is
a temporary increase for a set amount of time, once that time
is over the character will be reduced to 1 HP (unless they have
gained or regained HP from another source).
• Being given certain drinks by other characters can revitalize
them.
• Some characters may have a skill or trait that can revitalize
others.
• Certain spells will give others HP or specifically revitalize
them.
• If the danger is passed and the character can be moved to a
campsite or berth by others, they will regain some HP and be
revitalize.
• Characters may attempt a Studies characteristic check to try
to revitalize those who are close to death as an interact action
if they are within arm’s reach. This may be attempted in combat
if the GM allows it, however they should set the target number
depending on the circumstances (it’s easier to help someone if
you’re out of the way behind cover than if people are firing at
you!).
If a character is revitalised in combat, they may not take any
actions during their next turn as they recover their senses. Other
than this, once a character is revitalised, they can act normally,
though there may be some long-term effects, and change or add
to the traits and skills they can gain when they next level up.
Characters may not revitalise themselves unless specifically stated.

Utter Devastation
If a character’s HP are reduced by double their starting number in
one go (i.e. from one attack or effect) they suffer utter devastation.
What this usually means is that they have been hit with something
of such devastating power that they are instantly killed with
little or no recourse – a cannonball to the head or the foot of a
godlike being crashing down on them will leave little to be healed!
Characters cannot be revitalise by any of the usual means, (See
Close to Death, P.12), and are for all intents and purposes dead.

Courage Points, Becoming
GMing Utter Devastation and Death.

A character that has been either killed or utterly devastated
should be almost impossible to bring back. Few if any NPCs or
situations would cause that much HP reduction in one go, though
death from HP loss is a possible and more common occurrence.
Coming back from death should be a rare event, incredibly
unlikely and involving serious work and dedication from other
characters. This will also usually be a long-term narrative cost
both to the character and those attempting to resurrect them,
because such dark magics never come cheap…

Terrified, and Reviving

Using spells, failing certain saves, and being confronted by some
situations and creatures can reduce a character’s Courage Points.
Courage Points cannot be a negative number, so any reduction
below zero is counted as zero instead. If a character would have
their CP reduced by double their starting CP value, they instead
become utterly terrified (see P.14).

Becoming Terrified
Characters reduced to 0 or fewer Courage Points count as being
at 0 and become terrified. The strain of combat, the rigors of the
sea, and the knowledge of their true place in the cosmos is so
horrific that their reasoning shuts down and they turn inward.
Terrified characters are barely able to function as they are so
affected by their condition but can still respond to basic stimuli
and perform simple actions.
Terrified Characters:
• Fall to the ground and roll into a foetal position.
• Have their evasion score reduced to 12, regardless of their
Savvy score.
• May not gain any modifiers to evasion unless specifically
stated.
• May not do anything on their turn other than take one move
action to crawl.
• All checks and saving rolls the character must make are done
using only their characteristic + modifiers and 1d6, not the
usual 4d6.
Rules of Play
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Reviving Terrified Characters
Terrified characters may be revived in a number of ways. Any
item, ability or spell that increase a character’s CP or replenishes
their CP will revive a character. If this is a temporary increase for
a set amount of time, once that time is over the character will be
reduced to 1 CP (unless they have gained or regained CP from
another source).
• Being given certain drinks by other characters can revive
them.
• Some characters may have a skill or trait that can revive
others.
• Certain spells will give others CP or specifically revive them.
• If the danger is passed and the character can be moved to a
campsite or berth by others, they regain 1 CP and are revived.
Characters can also be revived by crewmates if they have a strong
roleplaying reason to attempt it – for example, if two crewmates
have a close bond, or knowledge of something that would give
the terrified character courage, they can attempt to revive them
by bringing this to mind. This may not be attempted in combat.
The GM will set a characteristic check for the characters involved
and determine the success or fail and outcome in either case. If
successful, this will only ever revive the affected character to 1 CP.

Saves

Saves are another roll type in the game. They represent characters
beings assailed or having to react to situations that are not direct
attacks - for example, not being swept overboard during a storm,
resisting certain spell effects, or dodging out of the way of hidden
traps. Save rolls work exactly the same way as Characteristic
checks, with a player adding their characteristic score and bonus
modifiers together, rolling 4d6, then nudging and re-rolling if
able. The TN and characteristic to use will either be listed in the
attack, trap, or special rule, or will be set by the GM.

GMing Being Utterly Terrified.
A character being utterly terrified should be almost impossible
to reverse, but should also be very rare. Few if any NPCs or
situations would cause that much CP reduction in one go,
thought there are some. A GM may decide a character has
become the equivalent of utterly terrified, but these will be
specific to each voyage; one example might be if a character
(willingly or otherwise) travels the cosmos while leaving their
body (or brain) in metal tubes.
Coming back from such a situation should be a unique event,
incredibly unlikely and involving serious work and dedication
from other characters. For the most part, a character in this
situation should be considered to have died from the shock.

GMing and Courage/Sanity
Sanity and ‘being insane or mad’ is an outdated concept today,
and unhelpfully reductive. However mental strain and horror
often go hand in hand, especially in the Cthulhu mythos and
Lovecraftian tales. In Cursed Captains of Cthulhu, courage
replaces the idea or mechanics of ‘sanity’ rather than tying the
damage to outmoded views.

If a character is revived in combat, they may not take any actions
during their next turn as they recover their senses. Other than
this, once a character is revived, they can act normally, though
there may be some long term effects, and change or add to the
traits and skills they can gain when they next level up.

Utterly Terrified
If a character’s CP is reduced by double their starting
number in one go (i.e. from one attack or effect) they
suffer a complete mental collapse. They cannot be
revived by any of the usual means, may not move, and
are for all intents and purposes have been so scared
by the damage that they have died from the
shock
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Saves are separated from characteristic checks as they are usually
more passive. They are reactions to events rather than attempts
to achieve something active. They are also separated as certain
spells, effects and items will add bonuses to saves rather than
characteristic checks.

Rules Digest
• Being reduced to 0 HP causes you to be close to death
• If you are close to death for too long your character will die,
though you can revived in multiple ways.
• Being reduced to 0 CP causes you to become terrified.
• You can instantly die or become utterly terrified without any
way of being revived if either enough HP or CP damage is
done to you at one time.

Spells
The eldritch and the arcane have always been lurking in pirate

tales, and has come to the surface as the old ones stir and occult
forces extend their tendrils towards the Caribbean. Cursed
Captains of Cthulhu gives characters the option to fight fire with
fire, with some characters able to cast spells of varying degrees of
power and effectiveness.
Only characters with the Otherworldly Insight skill may cast
spells. To begin with this is restricted to the Windcaller, Occultist,
and Seeker starting professions, but as a character charts their
course, they can learn spell casting abilities with experience and
time.
Players decide which spells that their character knows they
will choose to ready when resting at a campfire or berth. They
may take one spell for each point of Studies, Harness, Abjure
or Seafaring that they have to a maximum of 12. This can be
in any combination they like, but they must be able to fulfil
the spell’s requirements and must have at least one point in
the characteristic to cast that spell type – i.e. you cannot case
a Seafaring spell if you do not have a point in the Seafaring
characteristic.
Unless specifically stated the effects of casting the same spell
more than once are not cumulative – for example, casting ‘call
winds’ multiple times does not increase the wind once for each
time successfully cast, it only increases it once. The exception is
spells that do damage, which can be used multiple times to do
consecutive damage.
Spells include the following elements:
Name: The spell’s name and description
Type: The style and school of spell casting that it comes from.
The spell type is also the characteristic score added when casting
a spell.
Casting Number: The number on the spell roll that the player
must equal or beat to successfully cast the spell.
Requirements: A list of necessary level of characteristic score a
character must have to cast the spell, for example ‘Seafaring 2’, or

‘Harness 3 and Studies 2’. Requirements also covers if there are
any other specifics needed to cast the spell or any other costs, for
example or ‘also requires a character within arms reach to lose 5
HP’. Lastly, requirements will list any restrictions to the spell, for
example ‘may only be cast at sea’ or ‘cannot be cast as an action in
combat’.
Effect: This lists what the spell does. This could range from
casting low level light to calling the attention of a sleeping elder
god down upon your enemies – though that particular spell may
not end well for anyone involved …

Casting a Spell

Casting spells can take several forms. Some may require reading
from dubious tomes, others an incantation or short ritual, others
still might require going into a fugue state and soundlessly
mouthing tones previous forgotten to humans.
In Cursed Captains of Cthulhu, it is assumed that any
ingredients needed, books required or runes to be daubed at
prepared when deciding on which spells to cast when resting. The
only restriction (other than those stated by the spell) is that you
must be able to speak out loud.
Any ingredients needed for spells are considered available and on
the caster unless specifically stated by the spell. Only a few high
levels spells require specific ingredients or items, often rare or
expensive artifacts or otherworldly objects that may test a caster’s
courage to even possess, let alone use.
Once you know which spell you want to cast, look at the casting
number. The casting number is similar to a target number, in that
it is the target you need to equal or beat to successfully cast the
spell. This will range anywhere from 3 (almost impossible to fail)
to 34 (incredibly difficult to succeed), and is stated in the spell –
though in some situations it may be higher or lower (for example
an offensive spell where the target is in cover).
Where casting a spell is different to a usual roll is that you do not
always use 4d6 to roll. Instead, you may choose to roll between
one and four dice.
However spells take their toll, humans were not meant to meddle
in the arcane, and spells eat away at the user’s mental strength.
A character will lose a number of courage points equal to the
number of dice you chose to use; This counts as courage damage
done to a character, and is applied before the dice are rolled.
You then proceed as you would normally for a test - add your
characteristic level using the spell’s type as the characteristic and
any bonus modifiers you have, then roll the number of dice you
have chosen. As with other rolls, you may then nudge up to three
dice and re-roll up to three dice that you have not nudged, taking
the second result.
If the total equals or exceeds the spell’s target number, you have
successful cast that spell. Apply its effects as described in the spell
listing.
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Situational Spells
For the most part any requirements for casting a spell are listing
with the spell, however there are a huge range of possibilities
and situational restraints that could apply to spells. For example,
whether a spell can be cast if the character is underwater and can’t
breathe, or if they are in the dark and can’t see. Rather than create
a list and ruling for every specific, players should ask the GM
if spells might not work in the current situation before casting
them. They can try to cast anyway if they can reasonably roleplay
why and how they would manage it, but they have to convince
the GM .

Spell Casting and Characterization
Whether choosing a pre-generated character or charting a course
with a brand new character, those who can cast spells should
choose the way they cast spells. How they cast is a big part of
their character – are they open about it or is it a hushed secret?
Do they recite from a personal book of incantations, or do they
innately summon forth powers with unintelligible incantations?
Do you mentally project the spell with hushed whispers or must
you scream the words out loud? Weaving this into the roleplay
really fleshes out a background and can also be a great jump off
point for character interaction. It also gives the GM more to use
for interactions with NPCs and character situations.
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Example
Captain Athena has picked up some knowledge of spells and
the eldritch on her travels, and after spending some time with a
practitioner in Nassau is now able to cast spells. She is casting
‘Summon Winds’ so that her ship The Artemis can catch up to an
enemy vessel faster. The spell has a target number of 8 and uses
seafaring as its casting stat.
Athena has 2 in seafaring, and equipment and skills that give her
+2, so she has 4 in total. She chooses to use 2 dice on the spell
and takes 2 CP damage. She rolls a total of 3, and has no nudges
or re-rolls, for a total of 7 all together – not quite enough! The
spell is not cast, and she and the crew will have to rely on other
means to catch the enemy ship.

Spells with Targets
Some spells (most often those that cause damage to specific
targets) are used as actions in combat similar to ranged or melee
weapons. In these cases the TN is still listed in the spell. The
target’s evasion score is not taken into account - though they may
have some form of protection or defense that will increase a spell’s
target number.

Optional GM Rule – Spell Casting and Critical
Failures
For the most part failing to cast a spell has its own downside – a
loss of CPs, as well as possibly lost actions at a critical moment
in combat. Miscasting or mishaps to the casting process are built
into this cost with the possibility of catatonia, though GMs can
add further consequences if it fits with the narrative flow. One
specific example is an optional rule on critical failures when
casting spells. If a player rolls and critical failure when attempting
to cast a spell, the dire consequence can be immediately becoming
terrified or even becoming utterly terrified.
This is a thematic consequence of expending so much eldritch
energy and willpower that the caster is nakedly staring into the
cosmic void, but can obviously be very detrimental to a character
and voyage, so is only optional for when a GM feels it fits.

Thrown: Some weapons can be thrown, such as knives and
grenadoes. To do so, the attacker/weapon user chooses a target
for the throw, usually a character or NPC, and resolves the attack
as normal. Thrown weapons must be retrieved before being used
again, unless they are one use only (See below).
One Use Only: These weapons can only ever be used once; they
are consumed by the use or damaged in the attack.
OR: this indicate that the player may choose one or the other
option for the weapon – most often this applies to vicious
damage, where the weapon may inflict either the normal damage
or the vicious damage but not both.
Range: Ranged weapons will list their maximum range – they
may target anything up to and including that range bracket. Some
ranged weapons cannot be used at certain ranges, which will be
listed.
Reload: Reload indicates that you must reload before firing the
weapon again.
Hard Reload: Hard reload means it takes longer than usual to
reload this weapon. In combat you must spend two actions to
reload this weapon instead of one.

Rules Digest
• Spells are cast in a similar way to characteristic checks.
• Total your bonuses and characteristic stat as usual, but instead
of rolling 4d6, decide how many dice to roll (between 1 and 4).
• Each die rolled deals 1 CP damage to the caster
• The target number for succeeding when casting a spell is
listed in the spell, but may be modified to be higher or lower in
some situations.

Spread: This indicates that the weapon does not fire a single
projectile. Instead it fires a cloud of shrapnel, curtain of fire, or
similarly spread effect. When firing a spread weapon, you target
everything up to the weapon’s furthest range in a channel the
width of the spread value.
Roll once for the attack as usual, but without a set target number.
Each target whose ES is equaled or exceed by the total is hit, and
takes damage.

• The spell is cast if you equal or exceed the target number.

Weapons

Weapons come in all shapes and sizes – from massive ship’s
cannon to a swift right hook. This section includes a list of
Weapons, as well as universal special rules that apply to them.
Some weapons may also have other specific rules unique to them,
which will be listed in their weapon entry.
Area of Effect (AoE): AoE weapons are usually explosives such
are grenadoes and powder kegs but can also be spell effects or
attacks from creatures. The attacker/weapon user chooses a point
that the areas of effect will center on, which can be a character or
NPC if the effect happens on impact. When the AoE effect goes
off, every character within the given distance takes the damage or
effect listed.

Example
Don’s character Bosun ‘Caiman’ Smithe is firing his blunderbuss,
which has spread (2 feet), at the four deep ones in front of him.
Sam has narrated the scene so that three in range (two in short
range and one in medium range), and are also within a rough area
2 feet wide in front of him, but the fourth one is off to the left
about 4 feet at long range.
The bosun pulls the trigger, and Don rolls his attack. His total
score after nudges and re-rolls is 14. This is enough to hit two of
the deep ones as they have ES 13, but one of them is the leader,
and has a higher ES of 15, so he is not hit. The two deep ones
take 3 crushing damage each.

Braced: Braced weapons require a character to stand firmly
planted or rest the weapon on a solid surface to fire. It takes two
actions to attack with a braced weapon rather than one.
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Improvised Weapons

Sometimes the best weapon is whatever comes to hand in a
pinch. Any weapon not listed counts as improvised, and the GM
will either categorize it as a type of weapon listed, or create a
listing for its damage and any special rules. For the most part
improvised weapons will count as cudgel or punching, but creative
players may come up with more interesting and devastating tools.

Rules Digest
• Different weapons have different strengths and weakness, as
well as causing different types of damage.
• Some weapons also have special rules that apply to them as
well.
• Melee weapons can only be used at arm’s length unless they
have a special rule.
• Ranged weapons suffer a -2 modifier to hit if used at arm’s
length unless they have a special rule.
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Melee Weapons
Name

Damage type

Damage

Special Rules

Punch

Crushing

1+Brawn

Name

Damage type

Damage

Special Rules

Knife

Slicing

2

May be thrown; medium range

Cudgel

Crushing

2+Brawn

Cutlass

Slicing

3

Quarterstaff

Crushing

2+Brawn

Boarding Axe

Slicing OR vicious

3/d3

Machete

Slicing OR vicious

3/d6

Spear

Slicing

3

Reach

Name

Damage type

Damage

Special Rules

Harpoon

Vicious

d6

Thrown, medium range

Pistol

Slicing

3

Medium range

Grenadoes

Burning

5

AoE (Arm’s Length), thrown, medium
range, one use only

Hand cannon

Crushing

6

Braced

Blunderbuss

Crushing

3

Short range, spread (Short Range in front) Hard reload

Pocket pistol

Slicing

3

Short range, target does not get bonus ES
if at arm's length. One use only.

Musket

Slicing

3

Long, may not be used at arm's length.

Reload

Musektoon

Slicing

2

Long

Reload

Small Powder Keg

Burning

5

AoE (Short Range), one use only, explodes
at the end of character's next turn

Melee Weapons

Reach

Ranged Weapons
Notes

Reload

Hard reload
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Part 1: Rules
Pirate Ships

“What a ship is and what a ship does are very different things. What it does is move from place to place and carry you with it. What it is...well,
it’s your home, your fortress, and your freedom.”
The Caribbean Sea is dotted with a cluster of over 700 islands,
meaning the only option for travel is by ship. As a crew, your
ship is one part home, one part transport and one part fighting
platform. Crews name their ships, take care of their maintenance,
and rely on the ship almost like a living thing; with the advent of
eldritch horrors in the region, in some cases they really are alive…

Ships and their Crews

There are two essential elements to a sailing ship: the ship itself,
and the ship’s crew. The size and development of the ship and
the quality of its crew will determine everything from how good
the ship is at attacking other ships, to how quickly it can change
speed, to how it weathers a storm, and more.
Some aspects of the player crew will affect the ship and its
operation, but the largest effects come from the size of the ship,
and the quality of the ship’s crew.
Your ship is a hugely important part of your adventure, and will
have its own information sheet tracking its health, weapons, and
abilities, as well as the health and number of the crew members
and their quality.

Ships
Wind power is the main motive force in Cursed Captains of
Cthulhu, and sailing ships are the main form of transportation.
Ships have their own character sheet for player use (and a
simplified version for NPC ships), and each ship has a stat block
with the information about it listed in the same way:
Type: This is the class of ship, and is mostly used to give players
an idea of the enemies they are face and its rough level of
challenge. Generally larger ships are tougher and have more
firepower, but are slower and less maneuverable.
Size: This is the size and bulk of the ship, and is mostly used
for cargo and where the ship can fit – smaller ships can sail into
shallower waters. This also affects how easy the ship is to hit when
fired upon, and how many crew you have aboard. (See the Crew
Size table)
Evasion: This is how hard the ship is to hit. It is a simple
combination of the quality of the ship’s crew (See Ship Crew,

p.21), and the size of the ship. See Ship Combat – Firing the Guns
(P.26) for more and a table of a ship’s evasion.
Health: A ship’s health is broken into three parts – Sails, Gun
Decks and Hull – which when totaled gives the whole health of
the ship. See Ship Combat (P.23) for more.
• Sails: The sails and rigging are integral to a ship moving at
all. While they are harder to hit and damage that the main
areas of the ship, if they are damaged or destroyed they will
slow and then set a ship adrift.
• Gun Deck: A ship may have one or more gun decks. For
most ships the gun deck encapsulates not just the guns but also
the top deck and quarter deck where the wheel is. If a gun deck
is damaged fewer armaments can be brought to bear, and if it is
destroyed the guns cannot be fired at all. Some larger ships may
have more than one gun deck.
• Hull: The ship’s hull is counted as anything under the water,
and is where most of the cabins, stores, and other areas of the
ship are. While harder to hit, damage to the hull will start to
cause flooding, and if the hull is destroyed the ship will begin
to sink.
Weapons: This lists the ship’s guns, which way they face, and if
they have any special rules.
Special Rules: Some ships may have special rules, such as
increased resilience, eldritch abilities, or extra speed in certain
conditions.
One point to note is that a ship’s speed is not listed. This is
because most ships are considered to have sails enough to reach
equivalent speeds – though some smaller ships may be able to go
faster than the usual, and larger, slower ships won’t be able to get
above certain speeds. See Sailing Speed (P.24).

Crew Size Table
Ship Size

Number of
Crew

Tiny

Small

Medium

Large

Huge

15

40

60

100

200
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Ship Crews

No matter how good and sturdy a ship may be, it is the crew
handling it that make the difference between victory and defeat;
taking a prize or returning empty handed; between escaping the
horrors to the deep or being lost without trace.
Ship crews are treated as if they were one character with multiple
parts, and have one stat block, based on their quality. They are
usually referred to in full i.e. as ‘the ship’s crew’ or ‘ship crew’ to
distinguish them from the player character group ‘crew’. Often
a ship will come with a ship crew, though you may have to hire
them or recruit them by other means.
The quality of the ship crew from worst to best is either green,
rough, competent, hardened, experienced, or legendary.
Ship crew stat blocks are similar to player character secondary
attributes, are based on the quality of the ship crew, and include:
Ship Crew Health, Ship Crew Courage, Ship Crew Evasion, Ship
Crew Initiative, Characteristic Roll, and Bonus to Player Rolls.
Ship Crew Health (SCH): this shows the health of a crew
member, which is based on their experience; for example a green
crew has 1 health per crewman, whereas a legendary crew has 4
per crewman. Killing crew members reduces their numbers, and
can mean there are too few to crew the ship effectively.

Ship Crew Courage (SCC): Crew Courage shows how stoic the
crew is in battle and mind-altering circumstances. If reduced to 0,
the crew are all considered terrified or have fled/abandoned ship.
Ship Crew Evasion (SCE): The Ship Crew Evasion is based
on how well they keep their heads down, how good they are at
avoiding damage in board actions. This is the target number when
attacking ship crew or when your ship’s crew is being attacked.
Ship Crew Initiative (SCI): This shows how fast your crew are
to follow orders, make turns, firing their weapons, and when they
attack when boarding or boarded.
Ship Crew Characteristic Roll: The ship’s crew do not roll for
checks; instead they have a set number which determines if they
succeed based on their experience.
Bonus Modifier: This is the bonus modifier that a ship’s crew add
to actions that players are taking, and is used when players are
taking an action that involves the crew. It also contributes to how
hard a ship is to hit – See Ships in combat (P.23).

Rules Digest
• Ships have health, evasion, and weapons like other characters.
• A group’s ship is like a character they share and a second
home.
• Ship crews have courage and health points, initiative scores,
and modifiers based on their quality.
• Ship crews goes from (worst to best): green, rough,
competent, hardened, experienced, legendary.
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Sailing Your Ship

Sailing ships of the 18th Century were incredibly complex
machine, festooned with rigging, sailcloth, ballast, and rudder
systems that all worked in combination. When not in danger
or active ship to ship naval battles, the day to day running of the
vessel is taken care of by the ship crew. Player characters are not
needed to tack into the wind or do the myriad other tasks needed
to keep a ship afloat and moving.
When travelling from place to place, simply decide as a group
when you will go, and the GM will let you know approximately
how long the journey will take; it will be undertaken at the fastest
possible safe speed. The ship crew’s quality comes into effect
when player character want to attempt actions, ward of danger, or
attempt anything other than normal travelling.

Not Everyone Gets a Name – Abstracting Ship
Crews
A ship’s crew can range from ten to two hundred people or more,
so tracking and naming them individually (let alone rolling
characteristics checks and tracking all their stats and damage)
is not viable. Like most good stories, the main NPCs might be
mentioned, such as the quartermaster, or bosun, or maybe those
with specific and special features that might come into play later.
For the most part however, a ship’s crew are abstracted into one
set of stats which is recorded on a ship’s information sheet. This
makes gameplay smoother while still making the type of crew and
their actions important to the players.

Ship Crew and Characteristic
Checks

More unusual maneuvers will require the crew to work in concert
with the Ship’s Crew. For any Characteristic Checks that the crew
are required to make that includes the Ship’s Crew, you must add
the ship crew bonus modifier – even if this is a negative.
This modifier is applied to any situation where the crew is helping
with an action. The ship crew is treated as an extension of the
player character crew; it is similar to the way as a player character
helping with a Characteristic Check if they have a lower score.
The Ship Crew will rarely have to take a characteristic check
themselves. If for any reason they are required to, no roll is made.
Instead they count as having rolled the below; they may then use
any rerolls or bonus modifiers they have (note: they do not add
their own bonus modifier to this!)

Example
Don’s character – Bosun ‘Caiman’ Smithe – wants to navigate a
shallow channel to sneak into Nassau. He has to take a Seafaring
Characteristic Check which Sam the GM sets at TN 16. If he
were attempting it alone he would have a total of 17. However he
is working a with Green quality Ship’s Crew, which means a -2
bonus modifier. He has no other bonus modifiers, so the total is
15 after his roll – the crew clearly aren’t up to it, and the hull of
the ship crunches and clatters against the shallows with a huge
groan and creaking noise; the stealth mission isn’t going well!

Ships in Combat

Whether intimidating a corrupt trader or firing a broadside into
creatures from the deep, combat and broadsides are a big part
of pirate life. Combat with ships works the same way as a usual
combat and is broken down into turns and rounds.
Ship to ship combat is a whirling, churning mess of noise,
explosions, and heroics, which in actuality was a complex back
and forth of expert sailing and pounding gunnery. However, to
make it manageable within the context of Cursed Captains of
Cthulhu there is abstraction added – for example, while a ship’s
weapons are only fired and speed is only changed at certain points
in combat in the game, the cannons are actually firing as they
are brought to bear and the sails tacked and rudder moved as
needed. We count those shots and navigations, along with all the
small but important moment to moment actions as happening
but being a part of the overall battle. We focus on the ship and its
crew as a whole for the major actions of the battle.

Ship Initiative and Turns

The ship and its ship’s crew count as one single whole, as if they
were another player character. When determining when the ship
takes its turn, use the Ship Crew Initiative (SCI) in the same way
you would have an initiative score for NPCs or player characters.
This applies to any ships in combat. Note that player character
controlled ships go first if there is a tie.

Combat Areas, Ranges for Ship
Combat

Similar to normal combat, ship battles are more descriptive than
specific; this is especially important when using ships as you may
have characters fighting at the same time, and you don’t want the
fast-paced combat grinding to a slow crawl. Cannons in the early
18th Century could fire up to 1000 yards, but were only effective
at about 150 yards (300 feet) because of the poor quality of the
guns and accuracy of gunnery.

Pirate Ships
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Example
Susie’s Captain Athena and Don’s Bosun ‘Caiman’ Smithe and
their ship The Artemis are starting a ship battle with a Navy Cutter
and its cultist leader ‘The Blinded Eye’. The Artemis has a Rough
crew, and the cutter has a green crew.
Captain Athena and Bosun Smithe roll off or choose who goes
first as they both have Initiative 12, then comes The Artemis with
SCI 11 (going first as the player character ship), then the Cutter
also with SCI 11, followed by The Blinded Eye NPC with their
slow RS of 9.

In these situations, it becomes more important to know the
relative position of your ship to your enemy, how fast you are
going to see if they (or you!) get away, when you’re close enough
to fire a full broadside, and when you can see the whites of their
eyes and board one another and fight face to face!
Ship combat ranges are an extension of standard combat
distances, starting with Medium Range, which is close enough to
board other ships.
There are seven ranges for ship combat:

Ship Speed in Combat and
Chases

The high seas can be a dangerous game of predator and prey,
where the nature of the hunt can change in seconds. Your crew
can chase down a juicy prize, only to have an escort ship that
outguns you appear on the horizon, or worse, the enemy crew call
upon the servants of their patron god from the depths of the seas.
When ship combat starts, determine the wind speed and amount
of sail for each ship involved, and the distance of the ships from
each other. For simplicity wind speed is usually best kept the
same for both ships, though spells or circumstances can change
this. It is also important to establish what the ship’s crew want
to do i.e. are you trying to catch the ship or get away – are you
chasing or being chased.
Sails can be furled, at 1/4, 1/2, or full, and wind speed can be
light, good, or strong. There are other sails that a ship can be
upgraded to, and stronger winds caused by storms and typhoons.
The table below shows the ship’s speed, which can be one of five
from slowest to fastest: crawling, slow, medium, fast, or flank
speed.

Speed Table

Medium Range, about ten to twenty feet. From this range
characters can use one action to board another ship, and it is the
closest ships can get.
Long Range, about twenty to forty feet. Most anti-crew weapons
like cannonades or thrown grenadoes can be used effectively this
close.
Extreme Range, about forty to one hundred feet. The big guns
roar and battle is fully joined. At this distance longer ranged rifles
can also pick of some crew with crack shots.
Cannon Range is about one hundred to five hundred feet, which
is effective range for most cannons to get some early shots off at
the foe.
Distant Range is about five hundred to three thousand feet –
about half a mile. Some longer ranged guns can still reliably hit at
this distance.
Out of Range is about three thousand feet (or half a mile) to
about two miles. At this range other ships are visible and closing
fast but not yet in range.
On the Horizon is anything more than two miles away but still
visible – is that an enemy ship ready to be taken, or a dire threat
that’s chasing you and your crew.
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Wind Speed

Sails
1/4

1/2

Full

Light

Crawling

Slow

Mediuim

Good

Slow

Medium

Fast

Strong

Medium

Fast

Flank

Ships that are becalmed because of no wind, are at anchor, or have
had their sails destroyed are stopped as a catch all term for dead
in the water and not moving (See Damage to the ship, P.26).
Ships that are in boarding range cannot move away from each
other if either ship has taken the boarding action this round.
At the start of the ship’s turn in initiative order, it will move in
relation to the other ship:
• If the ship is moving more slowly, it will lose ground, and will
move one range closer or further away decided by the enemy.
• If the ship is moving at the same speed, it will stay the same
distance away.
• If the ship is moving faster, it will gain ground, and move one
range closer or further away decided by the ship who’s turn it is.
• • If a ship is two or more speeds faster or slower than the
enemy, it can choose to move up to two distances instead of
one.

Example
The Artemis is chasing a Navy Cutter. It is The Artemis’ turn in
initiative, and the ships are at distant range.
The wind is strong, and The Artemis has ½ sails, meaning it is
moving at fast speed. The Navy Cutter is in the same wind
(strong), but only has ¼ sail, so is moving at medium speed. This
means The Artemis moves one range closer, is now at cannon range
– close enough to fire the cannons!

Having the Edge on Other Ships
Pirates are seasoned mariners and are adept at making their ships
streamlined as well as getting ever possible knot out of their sails
and the wind. Player character crews count as having the edge
on other ships. At the start of the ship’s turn when determining
if it can gain or lose ground to another ship, the character
with the highest Seafaring Characteristic can take a Seafaring
Characteristic check, with the TN being the characteristic roll of
the opposing crew. If they pass, their ship will count as one speed
faster than it is actually travelling.
If both ships are travelling at the same speed and this check is
passed, the player character ship can choose to gain ground on the
enemy ship.

Rules Digest
• Ship ranges overlap with normal combat ranges, but extend
further.
• Ship speeds depend on the amount of sail used and the
strength of the wind.
• Relative ship speeds stay the same unless one ship is going
faster than the other.
• Player character ships can gain ground on NPC ships going
the same speed if they have an edge on them.

Slow Pace of Naval Chases in the 1700’s
Naval chases were not actually action packed gunfights starting
with sighting a ship on the horizon and over within an hour.
Depending on the wind, ships could take hours to ‘come up on’
(get into engagement range with) each other, at which point
broadsides could be exchanged and battle joined. Much larger
ships of the time or full naval battles could take hours stretching
into days – though most pirate encounters were much swifter
combats.
The ranges used for ship battles in Cursed Captains of Cthulhu
are built around expansions of the personal combat ranges, and
they are heavily abstracted to keep the game flowing. This can
mean that ships travel longer distances much faster than they
actually would at the time.

Ship Actions

Similar to normal sailing, a ship is considered to continue
moving the same way and at the same speed consistently unless
something stops it (e.g. adverse weather or the shore!), and all the
minutiae of sailing, supplying cannons with shot and powder etc.
are taken care of by the ship’s crew.
Where the difference in combat comes in taking specific actions.
Like any other character, a ship and its ship’s crew can take two
actions during combat from three options; change speed and/or
direction (only once per turn), fire the guns, or fight a boarding
action. The difference is that the players decide what those actions
will be. The crew is firing, fighting, climbing the rigging, and
doing all the other things necessary to make the ship move and
fight, but it’s assumed that happens in the background as part of
the ebb and flow of the battle.
The players decide among themselves which two ship actions
the ship’s crew will take. This is the same even if some players are
not on the ship at the time, or if the characters are spread over
multiple ships. This helps the crew come together and makes
victories a joint effort.
Ship actions are similar to character actions, only on a larger scale.
However the ship’s crew need direction from the player characters
to be most effective unless they are highly skilled themselves.
Ships can:

Change Speed or Direction
(Once per turn)

This action can increase or decrease the amount of sail the ship
has, and turn from port (left) to midships (straight ahead), or
midships to starboard (right). How orderly this is and how
quickly it’s done depends on the quality of the ship’s crew and the
person giving the orders. This action may only be taken once per
turn.
Pirate Ships
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A ship will continue the same speed and direction it was last
doing – e.g if it had full sails and was turning to port, it will continue
to do so until the ship’s crew is ordered to change – unless this action
is taken.
If there is a player character at the wheel, the ship can increase or
decrease its sail level and turn up to 90 degrees either port (left)
or starboard (right). The change happens automatically and there
is no characteristic check required. A player can be at the wheel
when combat starts, or take the wheel if they are within short
range of it at any point on their turn using the interact action.
If there is no player character at the wheel, this action may still be
taken – a member of the crew simply shouts the order to the rest
of the Ship’s Crew to change tack.
Choose one member of the crew onboard the ship to give the
command. They must make a TN 14 Seafaring characteristic
check, adding the Ship Crew’s bonus modifier as usual. If they
succeed the action is taken, if they fail the order is not heard in
the noise of battle and the ship action is lost. This action may be
taken if none of the player characters are aboard, but only if the
Ship’s Crew has a quality of Experienced or Legends, otherwise
the Ship’s Crew will not attempt to change course or speed.

Disagreement Over Actions – Who’s the
Captain?
Pirate crews were very democratic in decision making, in
everything from where to sail to whether to risk attacking, right
up until combat. In combat, the captain’s word was law and had
to be followed or swift punishment would follow. Whether they
commanded well in combat could always be decided afterwards,
one way or another…

In many cases – especially with less experienced crews – using
the crew alone to fire on an enemy is unlikely to hit. It is almost
always better to have a character leading the gun crews when
firing.
Ship’s weapons do not have to be reloaded in the way that pistols
or personal firearms need to be. The time between shots for each
weapon is enough for the crew to reload the weapon, so unless
otherwise stated a ship’s weapons always count as loaded when
you want to fire them.
As standard, firing on a ship targets the gun deck. When firing
at anything other than the Gun Deck, like the Hull or the
Sails, player characters suffer a -5 bonus modifier to hit. Unless
otherwise stated, only player characters can target the sails or
hull. Ship crew may not target the hull or sails unless specifically
otherwise stated in a special rule.
Some guns will have special rules that target specific parts of
enemy ships (Sails, Gun Deck or Hull), or the crew themselves
– for example a carronade only targets the crew, and does no
damage to the ship itself.

Damage to the Ship
Each ship has an overall health which is broken down in their
stats into the three sections – Hull, Gun Deck, and Sails. When
doing damage to a ship, the gun deck is considered the target
unless the shot was specifically aimed at the hull or sails.
Once the gun deck is reduced to 0 health, any further nonspecific damage or damage aimed at the gun deck is taken by the
hull instead – though it still counts as aimed at the gun deck.

Practically, the players may not agree on what to do with their
ship in combat. Usually, a quick discussion can sort this out, but if
not, they can decide as follows: if there is disagreement as to what
to do for a ship’s actions, characters actually on the ship decide
first, and if they cannot agree of those on the ship the character
with the highest combined brawn and melee score decides. If they
still can’t decide, flip a piece of eight.

What this means is that the gun deck is so pulverized by damage
that the cannonballs are smashing the hull instead, but don’t
suffer the -5 bonus modifier that shots take when firing at the
hull. This is important as some ships will have upgrades to specific
areas, and some special weapons or rules will only do damage to
specific areas.

Fire the Guns

If the sails are reduced to 0 health they are destroyed and the ship
will count as having no sails for its speed; barring other factors
will slow by one speed level every turn until it stops.

As an action a ship can fire one of its weapons. Ships can and
often do have multiple weapons aboard, usually grouped into gun
decks and directions (e.g. port gun deck and starboard gundeck).
This action can be taken twice per turn, but each weapon can be
only be fired once per turn.
If fired by the ship’s crew, they use their Characteristic Roll value,
with the TN being the evasion number of the target or ship.
If a player character is commanding the guns, make a Brawn
characteristic check with the TN being the evasion number of
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the target or ship – remember to add the bonus modifier of your
ship’s crew to the shot.
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If the hull is reduced to 0 health it is destroyed and the ship will
sink (See Sinking Ships, P.28).

If the gun deck is destroyed none of the weapons located there
may be used, and any other special features of the ship may be
used unless otherwise stated.

Fight a Boarding Action

The ship’s crew can board an enemy ship and fight them. Moving
onto the enemy ship is taken as part of the action. When
attacking, the quality of the boarding crew determines how
much damage they do, which is compared to the quality of the
defending crew.
Each boarding action inflicts damage on the defending crew
based on the crew respective qualities, and that determines the
amount of defending crew killed or injured depends. Damage
rounds up to a whole crewperson killed.
The ship can take this action as both of its actions for the turn.
It’s possible to kill most of the crew in one boarding action, or
only a small fraction of the crew over many boarding actions,
depending on the quality of the crew you bring to bear and the
defenders. In many case it’s a good idea to soften up the enemy
crew first, or for players to jump over and attack in person, as they
will usually cause much more damage.

Players taking Boarding Actions
Player characters can take an ‘other’ action on their turn (See
action list P.10) to take a boarding action). To do so, they must
move to the ship they want to board and can then attack. This is
done in the usual way with a few alterations as they are attacking
a swirling mass of crew rather than a specific target.

Characters are Deadly in Boarding Actions
Because characters can have multiple attacks per action, and have
access to skills, spells and weapons that can cause huge damage,
they can sweep the deck of smaller ships almost on their own.
While this can seem slightly unrealistic, it makes them powerful
heroes and deadly villains in ship combats!

Roll to attack as usual, using the defending ship crew’s evasion as
the target number. If you hit, the damage you do with your
weapons is done to the enemy crew. Similar to crew boarding
actions, the amount of crew you kill is based on their quality, and
therefore their health. Again, exactly like crew boarding,

any damage is rounded up to a whole crewperson killed. This
represents your character smashing into combat and killing
multiple enemies with a flurry of strikes and firing pistol after
pistol into several crewmembers. Depending on the enemy
quality, you boarding and attacking an enemy vessel can be just as
effective as your ship’s crew.

Forcing a Crew’s Surrender

Pirates rarely want to sink a ship outright – not before raiding
the hold first at least. In Cursed Captains of Cthulhu as in real
life, one of the best ways to win a fight is to make the opponent
surrender so that you don’t have to damage the ship, cargo, or any
dark secrets you may be searching for aboard…
There are a few different ways to make a ship’s crew surrender.
Talents or spells may terrify a crew if they fail a courage check,
or roleplay and your narrative may lead the GM to judge that a
crew thinks it’s better to give up this time rather than fight it out.
If things are hostile and you’re in the thick of a fight, you can also
make a ship’s crew surrender by killing enough of them to turn
the tide and break their courage. The more crew there are and the
more experienced they are, the less likely they are to give up
without a hard fight.
When half of the original number of crew members has been
killed, they must see if their courage fails. At the end of the
combat round where this happens they must take a courage save.
The target number is listed below, but can be modified (both
positively and negatively) by bonuses, upgrades, special rules or
spells. Don’t forget that a crew doesn’t roll for tests, they have a
set result based on their quality. GMs can also set their own target
numbers for these tests if the want based on the situation or any
circumstances they want to add.
Each Ship’s crew will surrender once enough of the crew are
killed, based on the ship size and the crew quality. There are
also modifiers to the target number based on ship damage and a
loss of moral based on seeing important (named) crew members
falling.
These target numbers mean that without upgrades, bonuses, or
help from player characters, a crew’s moral is clearly linked to
their quality; a green crew will usually surrender as soon as half
their number is killed, whereas a legendary crew won’t surrender

Crew Member Quality
Green

Rough

Competent

Hardened

Experienced

Legendary

1hp

1hp

2hp

2hp

3hp

4hp

Damage Caused by a Boarding Action
Green

Rough

Competent

Hardened

Experienced

Legendary

8 Slicing

10 Slicing

15 Slicing

18 Slicing

20 Slicing

25 Slicing
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even when only one in ten of their number remain.
If a crew surrenders the combat is over (unless more than one
ship or target is involved in the battle).

Courage Target Numbers for crew
surrendering
• Half the crew is dead: 10

• Three Quarters of the crew is dead: 14
• Only one in ten (rounded up) of the crew are left alive: 18
• A player character or important/named NPC on the crew’s
side died: +1 to the Target Number each
• The Ship has lost all of the hp from any gun deck sections: +2
to the Target Number
• The Ship has lost all of the hp from any of its sails sections:
+2 to the Target Number

Rules Digest
• Ships act in initiative order just like characters.
• They may two actions per turn; Change sails and/or direction
(once per turn), fire the guns, or fight a boarding action.

Winning Ship Combat

Ship combat can be a bloody affair, with victory or defeat often
turning on a doubloon. There are several ways to win a ship
combat – not least of which is escaping to fight another day!
Ship combats can be won by:
• Either ship sinking or the target dying.
• • Either crew surrendering.
• Either crew being entirely killed or injured.
• One of the ships or targets escaping.
GMs can also judge victory for one side or the other if there’s
a strong narrative reason for it, or if the combat seems like a
foregone conclusion for one side or the other, they can always talk
to players to see if they want to move the pace along.
Players can also have set goals that don’t involve winning in the
conventional ways. Maybe they want to get aboard another ship,
steal information or goods, and escape, or maybe the enemy wants
to destroy that player character’s sails so they can follow on. Both
of these options can be discussed by the group, but will usually be
covered as a variation on the ships or targets escaping (albeit with
some treasure or item).
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Sinking Ships
A ship sinks when its hull reaches 0 health. The hull is so holed or
so full of water that the ship is past being buoyant anymore and
the crew must abandon ship or sink with it . Practically this can
take anywhere from seconds to almost ten minutes depending on
the ship, the damage, the roughness of the sea and a whole range
of other factors.
To keep the pace going and the action fun all ships are considered
to take five turns of combat time to sink, or 5 minutes of
standard roleplay time. This gives players enough time to collect
some valuables if it’s their ship, free prisoners below decks, or
investigate enemy holds, but not so much time that there isn’t
time pressure involved. As ever, GMs can always increase or
decrease this time to add more tension or give the crew more time
to investigate their foe’s wallowing remains for clues.

Killing the Crew
Some ship battles are so hard fought, or fought against such
hated foes, that devastating the entire crew is the only course. If
either crew is reduced to no members the combat is over.
If the ship itself is alive killing the crew will not always end the
combat. See individual ship entries for information on living and/
or sentient ships.

Escaping Combat
Often crews will see that it’s better to fight another day than
slog it out for a lost cause. This isn’t a set situation, and is a more
organic end for a ship combat based on the group. The goals of
either side may have been achieved, a key crew member killed, or
the fight may look hopeless and a quick get away is needed.
The relative speeds and rules for ‘Having the Edge on Other
Ships’ (P.25) can be used as an escape for either ship or target,
however if a ship manages to move to a distance of out of range
or on the horizon and there is no way to catch it, it has escaped
and the combat is over. If this looks set to happen and the group
agrees to play it out in roleplay, you can always skip over the
various rounds of checking speed and chasing each other and
narrate the end of the combat.
Ships also can be tracked and re-engaged in various ways
if the players decide they want to attempt it. This works for
all combatants, so while a fast ship might escape the player
character’s designs for it, conversely the player crew might be
thankful to have outrun a ship of the line in a smaller ship or
avoided a terrible beast that was after them.

Rules Digest
• Ship combat ends when either the ship or target sinks or dies,
when a crew surrenders, when an entire crew is killed, or if a
ship escapes (with no chance of the enemy catching them).
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